The Carpet Shield System
The Carpet Shield System consists of 2 specialized products that work in conjunction with one another for a complete carpet maintenance program. Both products are powerful cleaners that contain a unique protective treatment that helps prevent oily dirt from adhering to carpet fibers.

SpinShield
SPINSHIELD is a spin-bonnet detergent formulated to clean and leave a protective treatment on carpet. It is used with a normal spin-bonnet; no special methods or equipment are needed. The protective treatment in SPINSHIELD is based on advanced soil resistance technology. Use SPINSHIELD on all commercial carpet.

Properties
Appearance ............. Light blue liquid.
Scent...................... Fresh & Clean
pH........................... 11.5
Foam ....................... Low - Moderate
Storage Stability ...... 1 year (normal conditions)
Dilution..................... 4 oz. prespray

Packaging
1 gallon, 902073
55 gallon, 902077

Learn More........at www.multi-clean.com
Training materials: Multi-Clean Method Bulletin 1401, “Carpet Care” provides detailed carpet care procedures.

WARNING & DISCLAIMER: Results may vary. Multi-Clean chemicals are to be used only by appropriately trained personnel. IMPROPER USE POSES RISK OF PHYSICAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE. See appropriate Multi-Clean Method Bulletin for further warnings and information for your application. The suitability of and proper application of this product is the responsibility of the applier. The manufacturer disclaims all warranties, express and implied, including any warranties of MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS OF PURPOSE. The manufacturer’s liability is limited to replacement of or reimbursement for any product proved defective. No person has authority to waive these disclaimers or make any representations or warranties on behalf of the manufacturer, except in writing signed by the manufacturer.